
SCT. r3.

r627. 7anuary ix. ,HUME afainst HUMrE.

No 149'
IN a suspension at the instance of Hume of Bassinden against Hume, who had 1"' proof

charged for payment of a sum of money, conform to the suspender's bond; the tive to a
the ad * cert'n godspoinding,reason of suspension was, That the charger had poinded certan goods for the and re-deli.

saine debt; and because the poinding was not the suspender,, evident, so that of the

thereby he might verify the same instantly, he referred the poinding to the o

charger's oath, and the quantity and avail of the goods he offered to prove by'
witnesses. This was not sustained, but the LORDS found, that he ought to-
prove, not only the fact of the poinding, but also the quantity of the goods
poinded, and the avail thereof, either by writr oath of party; whereupon the
suspender offering so, to prove the same by writ or -oath, the charger thereafter
alleged, That the suspender, after the poinding, had received the goods alieged
poinded back again from the officer, who delivered the same to hini, hearing
that there was a suspension purchased before his poinding. The suspender re-
plied, That -he offered to prove- that the goods were yet in- the charger's hands,
and this being found relevant in fortification of the poinding; it was controvert-
ed how it should be proved, seeing it tended- to take away the charger's regis-
tered bond; the LORDs found, that the poinding ought to be proved by writ
or oath of party, as said is ; but- that the poinder retained the said goods, the-
LoRns found it might be proved by witnesses, even as the charger might have
proved his exception by witnesses anent the re-delivery again of the goods to,
the suspender, which being elided by that reply, might receive that same man-

er of probation; aird fouand, that they would grant. ordinary terms to prove
the same, albeit it was in a suspension; and would not astrict the suspender.
only to one term allenarly,' seeing the poinding, was found only probable us
supra, by writ or oath of party,

Act. Belsher. Alt.. Sandlands Clerk, Hay.

Durie p. 255-

16y7. une 26. - Earl GALLOWAr against TELZIEFER.

ARENTAL set by a burgh to a man and his 'heirs ad perpetuam remanentiaiNm;
which, by law, endures only for the setter's and receiver's lifetime conjunctirnr,
was yet found to belong to the first heir-of the- rentaller, upor his proving, by
sentences in for-o contradictorio, or by oath of party, that such was- the custom -

of.the burgh.
Fol. Dic. V. 2-p. 23 * SpottiSwVod.- Dhrie.

* This case is No 25. p. 7193.: VOCC IaRITANcy.
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